Important Remarks about the Exercises

• Every Wednesday after the lecture (12:00 - 13:00) you will receive the exercises on paper. They will also be available on the ST website: http://scg.unibe.ch/teaching/smalltalk.

• You can work alone or in a team of two. The names on the first exercise series you hand in define the teams for all remaining series.

• If not otherwise stated for a particular exercise, your solutions have to be sent by an email with Subject: [ST Serie X, Name(s) and Matrikelnumber(s)] to st-staff@iam.unibe.ch, the latest at noon (12:00) each Wednesday. If an exercise includes writing code, the source files have to be attached in an archive file to this email. For some exercises we additionally require you to hand in the solutions as hardcopies at the beginning of the exercise hour at noon (12:00) on Wednesday.

How to Qualify for ECTS points

• Each series is rated according to the usual rating system in a scale from 1 to 6 with the following meaning:
  6 - excellent, 5 - good, 4 - sufficient, 3 - not sufficient, 2 - bad, and 1 - no solution provided until deadline or provided a copied solution.

• To qualify for the ETCS points, the average mark of all series is required to be a least sufficient (i.e., 4). If you are not able to do a series (military service, illness, etc.) let us know as soon as possible.

• Please do not copy solutions from other groups or from the Internet. If you really cannot figure out something yourself, discuss it with us or post to the mailing list (see below). In case of copied solutions, the involved groups get a mark of 1.

Questions and Discussions:

• Post questions and discussions of general interest to the mailing list st-vorlesung@iam.unibe.ch (preferred)

• For specific questions concerning the exercises: st-staff@iam.unibe.ch

• Or directly mail to David Röthlisberger (roethlis@iam.unibe.ch) or Timur Altun (timur.altun@students.unibe.ch)